The Real Dr. Judy Newsletter
January 26, 2022

I am so pleased to announce the launch of The Real Dr. Judy
newsletter to start off the new year and the start of my new life
without my David. My team and I will be sending out weekly
newsletters to keep you apprised of products and events to keep
you healthy and aware.
I hope that you will join us in this endeavor and encourage others to
subscribe.
My ﬁrst order of business it to invite you to attend the Cardio Miracle
Webinar that I am hosting this Friday, January 28th at 6pm. Please
reserve your seat at the virtual table!

FREE WEBINAR: Hosted by Dr.Judy
Fri, Jan 28th at 6PM (MT)
THE SECRET LIFE OF NITRIC OXIDE
with John Hewlett and Stanford Graham
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For four decades, I have been a vigorous, vocal advocate for taking
command of your own health and to do it in the best possible ways …
gently and naturally. I have occasionally shared that I enjoy a high-quality
nitric oxide boosting supplement called Cardio Miracle.
That’s right, I take it myself!
If you are taking a nitric oxide boosting supplement—and especially if you
are not—you won’t want to miss Friday, January 28th at 6PM (MT) with
John Hewlett and special guest me!
My life's work is as a cancer and AIDS research scientist. In my forty-year
quest to understand the causes, prevent and treat chronic diseases, I coauthored seminal papers culminating in at least a decade of research in
each of four ﬁelds: immunology, natural products chemistry, epigenetics
and HIV/AIDs drug development. My passion is educating people on how
to translate and incorporate my research discoveries into optimal health. I
will be sharing my abundant knowledge of human health and the healing
power of the body.
This unique webinar opportunity is hosted by myself, alongside special
guests Stanford Graham and John B. Hewlett of Cardio Miracle. John is
the Founder and Formulator of Cardio Miracle, and an expert on nitric
oxide.
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When you join our webinar, you’ll get to hear the full story about nitric oxide.
John knows all about this miraculous molecule—even the not-so-wellunderstood aspects. He will be sharing his knowledge, experience, and some
groundbreaking studies with us.
John will also share his 14-year journey of meeting, interviewing and speaking
with specialists from around the world, which have given him a unique and
comprehensive perspective about nitric oxide—and why it maymatter to you!
All the best of health,
Judy A Mikovits, PhD
CEO DrJ Solution
therealdrJudy.com
plaguethebook.com
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NO MORE SHOTS, EVER! THIS IS WHY!

PS: You have probably seen other websites with my name and image
selling books and purporting my endorsement of supplements. These sites
are fake! They are proﬁting off the hard work that I spent decades during
my career performing scientiﬁc research.
To get the REAL truth, bookmark my ofﬁcial sites:
The Real Dr. Judy
Plague the Book
Thank you all so much for your support!
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